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Abstract 
-·· ~ ~ -.c----------- -
--
CURVATURE AND HOMOLOGY OF 
> 
COMPACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 
by 
John James Levko III 
In the last three decades, differentiai geometry 
has been developed in the direction of studying the 
relationship between the local differential properties 
of a manifold and its topological structure as a whole. 
Along this ditection,the first important result was 
contributed by W. V. D. Hodge in 1936. S. Bochner in 
•. 
----------- ---- - ----- - -- -·-----· ... ___ _.. ---· - -
·- ------·-----1-g4_6 ___ aricl-A.Liclinerowicz in 1948 applied Hodge's theorem 
to obtain curvature conditions for a compact orientable 
--~-"-'---~~-'--"~---------· --------~---------------·--
~--------
Riemannian manifold to have vanishing homology. In 
1951 H. E. Rauch introduced interesting p-inched Rieman-
-· 
-·-
nian manifolds, and in 1960 M. Berger continued Rauch's 
• .. .,_ ,-j .......... • ....... --.1. ..... -..~~i......:.,t.= ·,._.-.-.""'.,..,.,- ,_-;;.~·-·---;-:==..-.-::~"l'Ql;"°!n.t.:;n-.---




work to study the homology of those manifolds. The pur-
--~-·-· --
- - ---· - --- ---· -pose of this thesis is to study these results in de-
------------- --------·- ···--------··--··· ..... -"' -----·--··------ -·-·-"····-······-----·-· ---- --- .. -···· -- -···· ·-------·----·--·--·-··-··--·-···---····----····· ·······-···- ~--· ·-·· . --- -· ·---·····---- ------- . --· --·-··-- ------· -· . - ·"" 
tails. 
' 1 Section 1 contains fundamental notations, and 
... ,,,r., 
local operators and formulas .for a Riemannian manifold. 
In section 2 the formulas for the exterior differential 
--·····- ·---· 
:·: .;, ,, ·~ ;·, '.' ,, . 
and codifferential of a differential ·form on a Rie-
mannian manifold are derived. In sections 3,4 we 
introduce, respectively, harmonic forms and se~tional 
2 
d Ricci curvatures of Riemannian manifolds. Section 
5 contains proofs of the theorems of Bochner and Lich-
nerowicz mentioned above. Section· 6 is devoted to 
pinched Riemanni·an manifolds together with Berger's 
theorem concerning the vanishing second hom~logy group 
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,r 3 
Introduction 
In the last three decades, differential~geometry 
has been developed in the direction of studying the 
relationship between the_ local differential propertie1; 
~ 
of a manifold and its topological structure as a whol~. 
Along this direction the first important result was 
contributed by Ww VQ DQ Hod·ge·· in 1936" So Bochner in 
1946 and A. Lichnerowicz in 1948 a·pplied Hodge Os theorem 
to obtain curvature conditions for a compact orientable 
Riemannian manifold to have vanishing homology. In 
1951 Ho E. Rauch introduced interesting pinched Rieman-
nian manifolds, and in 1960 M" Berger continued Rauchws 
work to study the homology of those manifolds. The 
purpose of this thesis is to study these results in 
details. 
. t 
§ 1 contains· fundamental notation~, .arid local aper-
-~----------------- ~-- ------- ---
•.._______ - - . 
------ .. ·-~-. ·=--,---·. ~ 
at ors a11d formulas for a Riemannian manifold. In §2 
the formulas for the exterior differential and codiffer-
ential of a differential form on a Riemannian manifold 
------·-monic·-- forms and· sectional and Ri-cci· curvatures of Rie-
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- ------- ------ -- ----- --- - ------------- ~- -- -- - - -
____ m_~nni..a_n _manifolds_. ______ §_5 conta.ins proofs of the theorems 
of Bochner and Lichnerowicz mentioned aboveQ §6 is 
-devoted to pinched Riemannian manifolds together with 
, 
Bergerws theorem concerning the vanishing second homo-


















1. Notations and Operations 
Let Mn be a Riemannian manifold of dimension 
·n(~ 2), Ilg.· ll with g .. = g .. the matrix of the ppsitive V l.J l.J J]. 
definite metric of the manifold Mn, and llgij II the inverse 
matrix of llgij II, Throughout this thesis all Latin 
indices take the values 1, .. o,n unless stated otherwise. 
We sha-11 follow the usual tensor convention that indi-
• • 
ces can be raised and lowered by using g1J and g .. res-l.J 
pectively; also that when a Latin letter appears in 
any term as a subscript and superscript, it is under-
·stood that this letter is summed for all the values 
1, ... ,n. 
• 
We shall also use vi and v. to denpte the con-1. 
' travariant and covariant components of a vector field v 
respectively. Moreover, if we multiply, for -example, -
11 the components a .. of a covariant tensor by the compo-l.J 
.k 
nents bJ of a contravariant tensor, it will always be 
/, 
understood that j is to be summed. 
--- -- --- ---------=--~~------ ~--=----= -~-'-="........._~.,~ 
---------------------------·--- --· --------·--- --··· ---- ---·-----···· ---·--·-·-·-·----•---- - -------··-···- . ·---··· 
Let "fvl. be th~ _g:t { 1: ... , n} .,of positj_ve integers 
less than or equal to n, and I(p) denote an ordered 
--· ·- --.-. ·-· -·- - - ----sllbset f~--ti;·-r2-;~;~-~-;:tp -y-~f ·the :set'P'C·. for·p ~ ·11; -rr 
- ______ ..... -
·-·-·-· .. ---·--. - -------·····- ----·---·- ·•·- -
------~-- ~~ire-e~llfencs __ i 1 , ... -;Tp __ a]."e irt th~ I18.1:tll"a~ order, that is, ____ _ 
·----·-----· .. ----------±£ ii-< ±2 ( ... Z- ip, tfie'ri the Oi:'Oered Sef I (p) is -.---~ 
denoted by I 0 (p). Furthermore, let I(p; ~lj) be the 




- - - -- ·- --- - - - --- - --- ---- .... -------- . --
•• -~ --... -- --· -- C -- - • -··- ·,,., _ __,;, 00•0 ·-, :. •• _.., '"''. - • • --·-.,' ,•:, • 
--· ---------·---------- _,,,_____ - - . ~----... - ---· ...... - -
~.a- -1· .····-.. - .. · ---· --, .... - ... ,, e-- ~ --·· ·- .. , - '" ~ - - - _.,_ - .,_ ---- --·-· - -- •- - -- --
5 
------another element -_r-of ""('1.,, · Which may or may not belong -· -------~---------------- -, 
to I(p). When more than one set of indices is needed 
at one time, we may use other capital letters such as 
J,K, ... in addition to I. Let I(p;i,~la) be the 
ordered set I(p;0) with the element i 8 replaced by 
another element a ofl't, which may or may not belong 
to I(p). 
n ( 1 n On the manifold M , let u ,~00 ,u) be the local 
coordinates of a point P, and a a differential form 
of degree p at P given by 
(lol) a, - 1 al(p) (u) dul(p) - -v 
' P 0 I (p) 
(1.2) a = al (p) (u) du 0 
' 0 
where the coefficients al(p} (u) are differentiable 
real functions, and 
• 0 
(1 .. 3) · ciuI(p) 
1 1 
= du 1 A. UUA du P 
• 
The differential of the p-form a is the form 
da defined by 
(lo 4) 
. . ~----··: --·-·--·-:-.. ·~-----·· - -------- ----· ·•-'"''fl····---·-·'-· ... ... ·----~·-·-~ -·~ ·-·-·- ... ·. -· ·--· -·- •" "• • • ,.:_ J • -. • • - •. , •' • -~-:- ·--·- ., , •••• - • .:: , , • _.:, •••• -........ 4 •• ~ ...... ~-· • -· 
from which it follows that 
. -
.... --·· --·· ---- ·----------- ----
,~·-... ·- -~"-(-~~1·----~----C\l-·-2·-'--····--=-~· ~?'IJ- ·1· I -' A,.._, _ 2-·----·.=_ -~,-~~~·=~~•~~.---~~~ .. ...:.-.-.•~_ .. ·-- . ··--·-. ··====~====-~~~.c ... ~ 01 T- \.A, 1 Uu \JU,, - --- --·--~------~ -----~------------------------
~----~---1(--111--. ~s )~-- ----d..t. (f-=a.-· ftp) - da A-V+--~f---1-)Pa -A- _d_f3_, -----_-______ -__ -__________ -___ -__ 
- -- -































By a frame X at the point PeMn is meant a set· 
{ x1,Xi,···,xn} of linearly irtdependent tangent vectors 
at P. Let B be the set of all frames X at all points 
P of Mn, and GL(n,R) the group of all real nxn non-
• • 
singular matrices a = lla7II , where a7 is the element of 
J J 
- . 
the i-th row and ~he j-th column. Every element aeGL(n,R) 
acts on B to the right, that is, if a denotes the matrix 
ha}II and X = { x1, ... ,xn}, then X·a = { a{ Xj, ... ,a! xj}£B 
is another frame at PG The map~: B-iM0 of B onto Mn 
defined by ~(X) = P assigns to each frame X its point 
of origin. In terms of a system of local coordinates 
( 1 n) n u ,.o o,µ of M the local coordinates of Bare given 
- · k 2 k 
by (uJ, ~(i)), then functions ~(i) being defined by 
then vectors x1 of the 
X - tk d 
.-s(·)~ 
1 1 dliK 
frame: 
. 1 
' 1 = ' 0 (l • 'no 
k The ~(i), i,k = 1, ... ,n, are the elements of a non-
.. singular matrix l\~ ~i) II . 
A Riemannian metric on Mn is a tensor field g 
···----------··· .. --··-·····----",==·~·----·---·--~,-",,. ..... -- .......... --.. ... - -· - . . n . -· - ., ...... ,.,0c .. -· ... . . ------ .. -- -·--·-------
- -· of type ( 0, 2) on M subject to the copc:li.t_~QTI_~ ___ ; _________________ .. ______ : ____ ~--~--- :~:--· -
··-· ------ ------=~- --=-==~~- ==-· ··,-..,-==· 















- - -~-·--- ... ----··. 
(ii) g is positive definiteo 
----------------------- ----------------'-----'- -----·-··--·--···· 
A Riemannian metric gives rise to an inner (scalar) 
n product iri each tangent space Tp at P E M 0 The 
scalar 12roduct of the contravariant vector fields 
• d • d ' ~ ]_ and 1. ( . ) the X - (.~ i) y - Tl at point Pis -OU dU 1 
_,.J 
---··• 
.,. I I 
--.... ~~----' --- . 
- - --- -~. ------· --- - . - ~ -- - - . ·- . __ - ~- ... -.. ~ -~~ 
-
-
. . . 
- __ - _____ -·- - -- ,--- -- - ··- .- --· 









-- -- - ~ ~ ·- -· ·---- ~------· ~ - ,. -~; .... -- ' -- ,- .- -: 
' 
., 
" ' In order to write the canonical expressions of the 
exterior product aA~ of two forms a,~ and the differen-
tial do: Of the form a, the Kronecker symbol 5J(p) = I(p) 
j 1 · .. j p 
6. . will be useful. l.1 ••• ·l. For p ~ 1~ ~tis defined by 
. p 
• • r- ]. J 6. = 1, 6. =-o (if j). l. l. F > 1 6J{p) 1'·s the deter-or p , I(p) 
. j ,e II minant cfi1o i . of order p{k, £ = 1, G •• , p) with the following 
.. ___ k 
properties: 
(1.9) 6J(p) is skew-symmetric in i 1 s as well as j 1s, I{p) 
(1.10) Jo(p) jl j2 6 = 6. 6 Io ( p) 11 . -i2 • • • • 
From (1.9) it follows immediately that 
" --- - --- -- -
~- -- ---------- ---- -- -------·--·-.__ _____________ -·- -
.. --·--·-····---- ---
------- --
---- - -- - ------ --
-- --- ---- --- -
n 
/ 
----- ----- .. ----~---· -
- -----· ,_ .·• 
. . . . - ---·-··- ···-~· .. -· ' ... --· .. .. .. -·· ... --·'. - .. -· ... 
. ~,.· .. --,- .... ··- -.. ·,·--- "··- ......... ,,,--;.-... ,,~.-·.,. ~ .·cc·:'"~-.~=-~-~~=:==~:~~~-.~~==~-:=~~~:~:~:.---=··· :-:---~-· .. -=-~-= ' . ... . --n-,-·--- •· ·1.···-f· ··-·--·'·J· ··-c··p·,-·-···--· ·1···-·s··-·-·····-···n·~--·0----··t-··-·-'·--a· ··---·-·-·-p·--·e·~~-.r··~-m---u--·"··t'-·-·a··-··-t'- 1· ····o-·'-n·~=-·~···o·=···-f···~·-~-1·=---(··-p-··--·)"'--·-,=·· ··- -"-'=:'-=·=· -···- ··-···-- -··-· ·------~ ---=:-=·--·------=-~=- V 
(1.11) ___ 6{~~t = .. +1, if J(p) is 3.n even permutation of l{p), 
.. - -~--·-.. --·-'"-·' -- . 
1---------·-- .. 
-1·;----IrJ-(p) ---is-ano-aap-e-rmlit_a_t iqn of · :t < p) Q 
' 
L---------+:C:-non-11rtdriitt-·1n· Q'WD'll(•l~. 1-o-Jis-equ1.v.~fI<irit- -to the --fact that for 






















. ---------. - -- --- .-- -~ ......,..'.-~--- ------- --- ·- -- --- ----- - - - - - ··- . 
We will use the tensors gij and g .. to raise 1.J 
ahd lower indices respectively according to 
\ al(p} J1k1 ipkp ( 1. 13) = g .. . g aK ( p) , 
(1.14) I;. 8 I(p) = g. k 1 1 1 • • • 
8 . 
The local coordinate system is said to be orthonormal 
at_a given point P, if gij = 5{ at the point P. Then, 
• • • 
· at P, gl.J = 6~ so that 
1. 
(1.15) ·aI(p) 
= al(p) o 
Now in terms of the metric we define the star 
operator, which associates to a p-form a given by (1.2) 
an (n-p)-form *a as follows: 
* - * duJo(n-p) (1.16) a - a 3 (n-p) , 
0 
where 
(1. 17) --~ , Io(p) <la'(n-p} = Elo(p} J(n-p) a 
.. --- ·-- ... . ~- - - -~ ... - --- - . 
. ::; E J:b (p) (l .... . 












·.·•······ .. -..• --~~=--~-~~~: _-:.:==:ri:.1a1 ____ -=-~==~;.en}-=~~~~:--=~j(i_~-·~··--·· .• ~-.··-=•-~=:-.. :_······ .. ·-~ ---~-=· ---=---==· ·----~~ 
__ ------·-- .. _ G being the determinant of Jig. -11. __ B_:y ___ using ap ortho- __ . ___ ---
... --- ---- -=_ ----- - ------------------------- - - ---------- . ------.. --------------1.J 1 . n ·-----------------. -
____ .. ______ normal--local -coord1-nat-e--s-ys-t-em---u , .. -;,u--, we -can easily--
--------- ----
. - . 
verify the following formulas: 
-
--
(1.19) I(k) I(n-k) 6J(n-k) - (n-k)J I(k) J(n-k) E - € I(n-k) 
' 
'' t 
-~ (1. 20) EI(k) I(n-k) = (n-k).' I{k) F~ EJ{k) l(n-k) 6 J (If) 0 
,- . - .. - .. ,--,-~·--·--·--· ,-----,--------· ·---,--,- -·-·-·----- --- - . 
. ·---·· ····: ,··-·····----·-·---··--·-.,--- -·---~ .... ,.,.., .. ---•<' ''•"""'····~-- ,- -·· ____ ., __ . -
, I 
The form *a is called the adioint of the form ao The 
..... ~ t_ F . . . ..?!4. · 
adjoint of the (constant) function 1, considered as a 
form of degree O, is the volume element 
1 2 A n (1. 21) *1 = e 1 du A du A ••••. du . . . . n 
( 1. 22) 
The operator * has the properties: 
*(a + (3) = *a + *(3 , *(fa) = f (*a) ,. 
**a= *(*a) = (-l)pn+p a, 
a A*(3 = (3 A *a , 
a A *a = 0 , if and only if, a = 0 , 
where 1~ and~ are forms of degree p, and f is~ 0-form . . . 
PROOF: The first property is trivial. By noticing 
that (-l)p(n-p) ::: (-l)pn+p:, from (1.16), (1.17), 
(1. 20) we have 
Jo (n-p) 
**a= E Ko(p) 
I (p) 
duKo(p} E 0 
al (p) Jo (n-p) 
0 
. 
= EJO(n-p)K (p) 
-- -- - --·--· -- . - ------------- -------- --- '. 0 
I. (p)J0 (n-p) . duKo(p) E O .. 
alo {p) 
·1. . ·-1 
--·----·----------------------------- ·------ ---------- ---------------------- --- --- I ( ) __ __ K _( _) __ ..... ~---·-- _____ .. ___________ , _________ _ 
... -- -- =/;<-t>p_(n .. pl-°i<:-c:f-aio-<P>--m.i~~ P .. - -·····- -..... 
·----~·-·'· ----·-·--=-· ===~-·=· ---- ----- - ==-=== -- ·"-----··--·--------·-"---·- ----------·-·--··---- --- ----·--~------· ---- -------------------------- --· ····--------- ---------------.------.---··:···-----·-··-···------------------- --- . ---~~---- - - . - - --- . --- ---· .. - ~-----
-~:-~---:----~---_-_-_---_-----'-__ -= __ (_-1) p ( n~_P )_~c,f Pt _du Ko ( P) = ( -:.11!? ( n-p) a. , -·----··-···- .. ---_-_-- -
,: 
which gives the second property. In )1order to verify 
the third property, let 
I (p) 











· From (1. 2), (1.16), (1. 23) it follows that -- - ----- ··---- ------------~----
I • • o 
.. 
K (p) I. (p)J (n-p)· · 
t3 o du 9 o . , a A *13 = a 11 (p)- E ( ) ( ) o Ko p Jo n-p 
Since for each set K (p) 
b 0 
K (p)J (n-p) 
E du O O Ko(p)Jo(n-p) 
· 1 · n du A ••• A du , 
we obtain, in 
(1.24) 
Equation (1.24) gives immediately the third and last 
equations of (1.22). 
We define the global scalar product (a,~) of a 
and~ as the (real)number 
(1.25) (a.,~) = La A *~ 
M 
' 




















case in the sequel, where it is assumed that Mn is orien~------c-----------------· ---- ll• 
table and that an orientation of Mn has been chosen. 
--.-.• --- ·--- ·--. ""!"-.- --:·~·---- :-----,----:-•• --.--.,----,~_;.;,;a·;-··7•·a,~,-00•0• ... - ..... , ... , •.. -- -,-,,- •••• • ••• ---·--•-•-'",_,_ •••.• ~-••• o•H -·-•••••,--••• O& ••· ••- 0 
--· - --- -- -- - -------- -- - -- -- ---- ------------------------- -- --~- ------- -
- -- - -- --- -
C 1 ear 1 y, the---s-c-a-tar-p-rocltte·t---h-a-s---t--he-pt:-e-pe-rt-~s~: - --
· · · · - . . . , --: · -----~-'--· .... , ..... -c...:.c..----------·-·· .c·.·=----:·.-_.c,:...:c::---:-.-=.·_-_---;:.-·~·-,....,.,,,-::--.-.:_· ___ • •.. -----------·········- ... 
. _ --_ ···-··-··-····· •• · ... _. ___ .• -.-.·-------··············· -------------·-··--···--·----·---=----------=··==rT:C·------------------·-·········. 
-------------·· 
_ (~ .. 26) ('1~~) .. O, and the equality holds if and only if a=O, 
1------~-----------···---·----···--·-------·--------·--------·--·----
·• ' 




where a and~ have the same degree . 
In terms of the operators d and*, for a p-form 
,. 
a on~ we define a (p-1)-form Ba,called the co-differential 













(1.28) 6a = (-l)np+n+l *d*a. 
I 
Now we define the local scalar 12zroduct (t,t'> 
of two tensors t and tg of the same orders by 
I (s) 
I.... t' ti> = tro (s) ti 0 (1.29) • 
Since g .. is positive definite, <t,t) is also. 1J 
If t and t' are skew-symmetric tensors, and a,~' 
are their corresponding s-forms, then 
(1.30) (a,a') = <t,t') . 
From (1.24), (1.25), {1.29) we have 
( 1. 31) (a,a') = f <a_,a_') *I . 
Mn 
-- ; . -.---··-·-· --··-··-·-,_·._, __ .. .,.,, .. .., ..... ·-·--.. ···- --······-··· ---- ---... ···-... -·------.-.· -··- ., ·-·· .-- ., ... -.··-····-·.---· .. , ~--::-."". : ................. ·-:··;~·--·---..... ---.. ·--:··-·-· .. ·.---··:.-:-·-;.--------· - - .. . - . ~ - .. ··: ... . . 
-- --r-~- .._ ___ --c;_;-,.":;'-,-;-':;;..-:-.:".\., -• •.-.---·"'·-e---,·, --,-···,:_.,•_;:-.;,a•••ia"~- --
, ______ - ~ ===----=---==------=- --""-~-------- --;....--_:;;..-. ·-=- ---~- --:- -; 
-----.-.:;.;·----,; .. _--.. (r--·--'-'--·'~::-~----;::..~---·--------·---·--;-------=--·-- - -· - -- --~-.,;=·-- ·-=--·~., ... :.= .• ,-:·-- - . . ·~:- - ---. = -· - - --- -- - -· - --
- - --- - -- - - - - -- - - - -
- ---- - ~-- ----------~~ - -- . 
-----· -- -· -,.,.,---~-~~ - -·--..="~--.----·-· ",- -,~~--- ---~-.--·•-·-•---•--·~~~_,....,.._-- - -- -==,•-.-,.·~=--•,a~" • .,._,_,,_..._ __ • -- -·-•-·--•-• :...: -,,n 0• .,-- --~- :, 
. .. I 
I 
.. 1 
__ .. ,...;"'' 
-- . - ... - ··- -·- .. '. -- -.:..: ... -- - -
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2. Differential Forms and Tensors 
For a p-form a (p) given by (1. 1), from (1. 4~ we 
have 
d - 1 (l(p) - p! 
- 1 
- p!(p+l)! 6 jJ{p) ~ duI(~l) I(p+l) oja J(p) 
where Oi = 0/dui. On the other hand, 
(2.2) ~jaJ(p) = djaJ(p) - rjsj aJ(p;~la) , 
where V denotes the covariant derivation with respect 
to gij , and r~k are the Christoffel symbols of the 
· second kind. Moreover, by the symmetry of r and the 
skew-symmetry of 5 we have 
(2.3) 
' 

































··-······-···-··--------.-·······From· -equation~_(_2_~_1)__J_ __ ·· {b ___ 2), (2__._J_)__ it follows imiued-ia-t-e!.-1....l~y---=------
_,. ___ .... ______ ....... ----··--- • __ .• :.·.··----;_-:-.-:...- .•. ·.;:;·.--.. --·:;c--·:;--"-=;.·---a .. -;--'....::-.,=··""'·-~· .•. • •. =-.-:--=·-.·_---- ... ----·--···"'··-··-_·-.-.--.-- .•• - .• --.-_ •. -,--·.: .. "".-,-<----···"'·-·-· 
.... - .... ·.-·-···-·•-·--·-·--··--. · •. -.. .-.......... . ....... -.-. -..... _.__ .. --- •..• -·-·,c-~~=•-=•·,::-=.:,;.;l...l=..=c:..-.=-.:.·,-·••==·-·---;...--·.,,.=-=-=a;.;.=-===···-·.-:·".:C..,;..·.·;c.:;-• --~- -· --: :. --.-- . :~ -----·=.:---=-· --...-- :·· . -------- -- --- ------· -- ; ::.~-- ·'·-·.:. 
:-, 
that 










___.._, ...... 1.--•. _42 .. ! ... _.,._ ... .....,,... ............... -.. ... ----~·.i._,_.i ,_,.,,... ' --- -ll ...... __......q .. -.-,....-----.0-· ,-- ••. _. - ,., -- ___ , ___ -· --- --- ----·""'"- - , .. 
-- -· ----- ----·-· -· ·- - ·.:~ ~-- - -··· --- - --- .· --- -- ~- --- --- - --- ----- - -·· ·- ~------ . . - •.... ______ ..._ _______________ - --- --- -- ------ - -- -
(2.5) 
- - - -- - - - - - -- ' 
da(p)= (-l)P [Vi a! (p) 
p+l 0 
13 
.P I (p+l) · 
- s~l Vis a Io (p; ~ I ip+l) ]du o . ·············· ; - -·- -·- ···--- - --·-... --- -- --- ~----- ---- --- -- -- ,_ 
In order to compute 6a, where a is given by (1.2) 
' ,) 
I 
we ·combine (1. 16), (1. 17): 
I (p) J (n-p) (2 6) (*) - 0 d 0 
. a (n-p)- e, J (n-p)aI (p) u 
0 0 
• 
Making use of (2.4),"'from (2.6) we have 
iK0 (n-p) J (p) I (n-p+l) (2 7) (d* ) =6 E O . '\/ du O 
· a (n-p+l) I (n-p+l) K (n-p) iaJ (p) 
0 0 0 
I (n-p+l) J (p)K (n-p) . I (n-p+l) 
_ 0 0 0 1 0 
- 6iK (n-p) E V aJ (p)du 
0 0 ' 
where vi= gijvj . By (1.16), (1.17), (1.20), 
(1.28),· (2.7) and noticing that (-l)n(n-l)= +1, 
easily ·obtain 
we can 
(2. 8) (6a) =(-l)n(n-p+l)+n+l E 6~o(n-p+l) (p-1) I (n-p+l)K (p-1) 1.L (n-p)- - ---
o O 0 
- --- --
Jo ( p) Lo ( n -p) i. Ko(p-1) 




















n+ 1-np · ·········· ··· ··· ··· ···· · ..J"ofp)Lo (n:--p) _ · · · ·· · ····· · ·· ··· ,--'·· - · · ~ ! 
..__-_----_-_-·---'--'--··--.._._·. ·-_-'-·- ~· ... _-. _-.. -·-;;:=---+-(---i~lr-t--} · . E iL (n-p) K ( p-1) E ' 
0 0 .. 
::,;-.::·.:.-...:~-.~- .. ~.------· ·- _-,,; --,·----------·-----~---:- -- ,---:-·. ---,-_ -~-- - - -.- . -.:..:..;;.;::. ... -=-~--- - -- ·--.-- '"-·····-·-··----, "·-···· •.. .:.. •. ._ .. ____ .. ,. .. ~c....... ••. ···- ----- ....... ' 
-··'.:; ... ·-··' .,._ ....... - ' . -
···--·· -------·-----· .· •• ·.·---·-······-·-.. --.··-- ----~---·---.-.- ••• , ------- ---------- ·:··-:_---·_·---~'-"------- --- ..• ------.·--------- "'l --•-----------·~ -···---,-- ·.----
J 0 (p) . K (p-1) 
= -6 \/ 1. du O ' I iKO(p-1) aJo(p) ' 
_,_; 
1· 1,·j 11 
~-........._-------------------------------------.-
,): 
---~--~ -------- ~--- -- ··----·- -----------~~---- ~ -- ------------
---~-•~ - ~ ..... . 
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., 
• M----- --- ---------•• --------- -•-•• •-
(2 .. 9) 
. _ _ j I 0 (p-1) (6a)(p-l) - p V ajI (p-l)du . 
0 
- -. - ··- . - - - .. --- - -- .... --- . -. - ------·------------------- --~-------------- - -- ·--- .... 
In particular, for a 1-form a we have 
(2. 10) · • 6a = -tJ.a1 . 1 
By· means of (2~4), (2.8) a direct computation giv_es 
(2. 11) 
_ iK0 (p-l) J 0 (p) j l 0 (p) 
- ·Bro(p) 6iKo(p-l)viv aJo(p)du 
(2. 12) 
• 
In particular, for a 1-form a, from (2.11), (2.12) we 
obtain the i-th components of d5a and 6da: 
• (2. 13) (d6a,). - -'v. 'v. a,J 
-1 1. J ' 
• • (5da) i = vJviaj - 'VJ'\/. a . • J ]. (2. 14) 
----··---·--------··-------·-------------- -- ----------------·-- --- - ----------·-- ·- ---
' 
..... 
. . - --- ----::-· 
I . 
----- ---- -~ ---------
~-· •·•••• .w.:,;,,,,., ..• ,,:._;,.,.,,.,;:,., ••-••••·•-•••··--•-•• 
- - • ' --· - -- ~- • -. ' - ,s=; = = -- • ; - -· - O - ,, • '" -- - -, ,; - -:--·--:-:--·--·---•.:...-... • -- ~ ,--·-------~,-i;.:--.~.,_ ___ ' ·,-- '" -·- """,H;--.~~··-" •n •-' 0 --...._ ___ ' •: - -. - ,-•- --- - --- -~ •-.----- '•+< -- - • -- --,- -- - •- -- - - -, ..=.-,;;;;~-,":..C~--:""" -- •---:-...;._c=-:;. • ..;::~:.-.;;-.::..~.-:;__:..:· .. -
--- ---- -- ---- --------- ------------ -
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. . I 
.. 
___ , . ____ ... --- .· ._ .. ,, _________ --·--
- -----·· .. - ·-·· -- --~..,. ' -- - - . -· -- -- '. -- ------- --- - - . 
3. Harmonic Forms 
A form a is said to be ~o-closed if its co-differential 
is zero, that is, if 6a, ~ 0. A form a is said to be 
closed if its differential is zero, that is, if da = O. A 
form a is said to be harmonic if tx:,., i (d6 ··+ 6d)a = 0 , 
where 6 is the Laplace-Beltrami operator. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Mn be~ compact orientable Riemannian 
manifold,. and a and t3 forms.· ,of degree p and p+l, respec-
tiyely. Then 
(3. 1) (da, (3) = (a, 6t3). 
PROOF. Integrating both sides of the second equstion 
of (1.5) over the closed manifold Mn and using the 
------- --------------- - ---- - --------s-coke·s··'- -t·heorem, -·we- have- -- - -----
... --- .. ------·------. --- ---- ----- :--·-·:··-.--·- . -. -·--- .. - - . - .. -·····---------------
( 3 • 2) f .~ /\ *t3 + ( -1) P f , a A d *t3 • 
Mn - Mnl 
--c ··-· ---- ---- -~----- .. = J d (a A *t3) = J a .A *~ = 0 , ~ 
I 
I 
---- ----~-------c,=-=--~------::- - ----- _________ .. ________ - - _Mn __ - f ·oMn - - - -- -------
- - --- -- - -- --- - - .. - -------- --· --- -- -- -·- --- -- --------- - -- . ·--, 
I 
:_---- _____ ---~ "-where OM11 @notes.the _boundary .of ~;wbJ .. ~h i..s ~LUpty:i.11 ... ~-:~.~~::::_:~ ==.: _) 
--------------'----
_ (3. 3) :, 
·-- - ---------- ----- ---- --·---------·-- -
( da , t3) = ( -1) p+ 1 f a A d *t3 
Mn 
.. . .. ···-·----··-····-·-·-----~-----·-··----------~-------------~---------·------------------' 
• 
· On the other hand, using the second .equation of (1.22) we 
obtain 












so that . 
(3. 4) 
Since~ is a (p+l)-form, from (1.28) we have 
(3. S) 5~ = (-l)np+l *d*t3 . 
16 
·:, ,. .. 
Applying the operation* to both sid~s of (3.5) and using 
(3.4) we obtain 
(3. 6) *6~ = (-l)p+l d*t3 ~ 
Substitution of (3.6) in (3.3)· and use of definition 
(1.25) thus gives (3.1). 
• ---.··----··---·- • --,,·-- ·•-,--- ----··-r--~- .-•-• ·• • :·~-·----·---···- • ·-·-·-·---•·-··• 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Mn be!_ compact Riemannian manifold. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
A form a is harmonic if M ~ 0. 
---
A form a is harmonic if 6a = da = 0. 
-
PROOF. Let~= 0. Then 
:o = (&l,a) = {d6a + 6da,a) = (d6a,a) + (6da,a) 
---------------------- ---·---- - . . ' -~- ·-. . -------·-----·---·- ------·-- ··-····- ,- ------·····---- .. - -- --- --·-····-· -- . . -·-··· ----- -· ----- -- - . - ~------------------------·-·-····-···· .. -·-·-···-----------···-··«·---... , --·-··---------------- . 
= (6q,., 6a) + (da, da) by Lemma 3.1. Since, by (1. 26) 
----- --- --~ - - ---- --· - - ·-- -, ·- - ------ -- -- - ·- - ·- __ ,,_ -- -- -- . - ----- -- -- - --
_________________ ( 6 a, ,_5_a_) ___ ~ __ O _an4 (_~~-~-4_g_} ____ ~--·-O __ , ______ i_t. fol lows tna t_Qa __ = _o__· 
' ---<-··-·-·-- -· - . -
and da = 0. Therefore·;:_. (i) implies (ii). 
Conversely, let 60, = da = 0. Then trivially, 
d6a = 6da = 0 , and hence Do, = 0. 
- ~- _____ , _______ ____; __ .. -- ·• -·. ,, ---- __ .. --·. ·------- .. ------
, ----=--==·=-~~--.~~-~~~~~-:--·-=-~=~::------~!9-om- equa-t-ion-s --(-2 .---5)-~,- ·:--=-t2---9-)·-· a-nd-·---I:,emrna----3-~--2-----±t·-_-t·hus--~~~=----- -· · 
follows that on a compact Riemannian manifold, the Sf.ew-









-·· ·-·----. ------- . ·- ·--------- - -···-- --- __ .,. ---·---------------------· 1··-- -- . -- . .. 
(3.8) 9 ail(p-l)= 0. 
(l(l) 
In particular, the vector ai as well as the form 
is harmonic if 
• (3. 9) V.a.- V.a.= 0 J 1 l._ J ti 1._ 0 v.a, - • 1 . 
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. ' Sectional and Ricci Curvatures 
On a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold with 
metric tensor gij (i, j = 1, 2) , the only non-zero 
' 
18 
components of the Riemann-Christoffel cuivature tensor 
are R1212 = -R1221 = -R2112 = R2121 · The 
Gaussian curvature K of this manifold is then given 
by 
(4.1) 
where g = det ltg .. 11 1J • 
Now, let~ be the two-dimensional plane spanned 
by two vectors ~and~ at a point P of an n-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold~. 
. ) 
Then the two-dimensional 























t~_!:oug~---~~~-s _p~i_nt 1? and tangent to the, plan~_ 1[ __ i~ call~~--------.-.-::---~--;---;-----------! 
--
- I 
the geodesic surface of Mn at P tangent to the plane J 
-- ----- --'Ir.- The Gaussian curvature Kat the point -P of the 
-···----------.. _________ g_e __ odesic surfac_e S is called the sectional curvatu-Z""e 
- -- - -------- --- ·n--··- - --------·------ ---------------------- .• -- -- ·- -- ·- -- --
-----Of--M - ---at----(-P-, -w)--,-and w-1:-l-l--be----d-e-n-ot-ed--by R(-P, Tr)---. In -----·--·----
virtue of (4.1), we have 
__ A....._ ______ ,_~_..---.. -~-·---""_.~.-u,--------~--------•-... -.-..-.. 
0 \ I 1.i~ 
(4. 2) 
• 
If we choose~ and~ to be two orthogonal unit vectors 
in the two-dimensional plane v, then (4.2) becomes 
' I, 
- ----------~-------------;---... ----- ·-
(4.3) R(p ) ) R ti jtk £ 
. ' ,,,. :::; - ij kt s 'Tl s Tl . 
If R(P,1r) -is independent of v, then from (4. 2) we 






where){ is the common value of R(P,,r) for all planes 




where we have put 
.I 
R - gi£ R jk :-- ijk£ . (4. 7) 
The tensor Rjk is called the Ricci curvature tensor or 
.k 
simply the Ricci tensor, and gJ R.k the scalar cur-
J . 
vature of M11 at a point P. From (4.6) it follows imme-
diately that the scalar curvature is equal to n(n-1)),,(. 
Let S(l)'' .. ,S(n) be n mutually orthogonal unit 
n \zecto-rs----O-f M--- at---P. Then -f-rom (4.3-)---the .... secti-onal -- -----------
curvature Krs determined by the vectors S(r) and S(s) is 
given by 
------ -- - ·-- - ·- --·- ------- ------ --· --- . . .. -
=~''"'"~,-._, __ -~~ --------------.·_ (4_._ 8} __________ ··-------~rs-=----Ri:jk,e-t~r}e{s)~~L} .etsJ ,___ ---~------ · 
... ., .......·· .. ·,,,·· 
___ w_h_ere _ S ~!:L. is the. i-th component of the_ vect~r~ . __ _ 
l 'ii 
Summing both sides of ~(4.8) with respect to s and ( 
noticing that Krr = 0, we obtain 
, (4. 9) 
n l Krs 
s=l 
n 
= -Rijk£ ~tr) s~r) L·~ts). sts) . 
s=l 
. - .. , ···- ··----........ ,------~·-··· --·~--- ,., ... -~~--·- -~-.,..__,- .. -- .. -~ ----t" 
l -
p • ~ 
-_ s.1 
-, A 







On the other hand,. 
·~ 





(4 .. 10) 1 ~ (s)i 6rs ~ (r) - ' 
which means that the matrix n~tr) 11 is the inverse of 
the mat!rix ll~(s)ill , where r,s,i = +, ... ,n. By 
interchanging rows and columns from (4.10) we have 




Multiplication of (4.11) by gJ gives 
(4.12) l ~tr) ~{r) = 6~ gjk -= gij · 
r 








= Rik ~(r) ~(r) · 
- - ---- - -
--- ------ --- --
-,-..----·-··-----·-----
.. - --· - --- ------------- .- --~ .. ·~. .. . -----.·--------
- - - - - - -- - -~ ----- - ---- - ---- -- -· - -- -- - . - -- -------· ,-- --- -------- -
- - --- --- . -
- -·- ---~--------- -·-
-·--· _---"'--·----· 
-'-'---~-. ,-,--,--.. -~ .. -· 
·-·-· . -_..:_·_ . . ~ .,---,, . ,--. --- . 
··., 
. .· ·.. .. . - - . - .... _ ... :.:- .. · • .. ; .·. _---
-
,.y --· -·-·--~·-· , •••• ·•••••,s·~·-•«- .... ,r<_ --
----- ------·-,.,,...,-:·.-,.,· 
··-·: , __ ...... ~;,,,._ ,1.:·,;!l~{ - . ' . :.-~.~:-..... 
.~ 
.---·-
- ' l ' 
--------·---.:~..:.:_-··· - : - .:::.-:· - - , ___ -.:.:_·....:_· __ ,_-_._: __ ., ---- ----- r··~---=--~-_..:...:._~--------'-,-~-----;---~ -~-·-~--~~ --~-·-···----------------------·------
- '-- . - - ' - -- . - -- ·- ·- - ~ 
~- - ·- - --~. - -
- --- --- . 
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5. Relatiohship Between ·curvature and Betti Numbers 
Let a be a ~manic 1-form of class 2 defined on 
a compact orientable Riemannian manifold Mn. Then 
by Lemma 3.2, ~ = 0, and therefore by (1.25). 
-- - ------·- -- - ~ 
(5.1) 
Denote 
[ vk,vj J= vkvj - vjvk . 
Then by using (2.13), (2.14) and the Ricci identity for 
• 
-~-------+-t.......__he- contravariant components a 1 of a , 
(5.2) • • [ 0 0 ] 1. _ s R1 Vk, VJ. (l - 0 · • k J SJ 
we can easily obtain 
(5.3) (6a.). = R .. aj - vjv. a .. 
1 l.J J 1. 
From (5.3), (1.16), (1.21) it follows 
-· --··-·--·-- ·--·-------·---:-==--=--------------- -··--- ----- - -- - - - .. --- -- - --- --------------·---------- ----·-------------'.----~--
(5.4) 
' ," ··1 
-~---·- .---,-.;".- .. -.. -.----··-· 
------
---~--·------== '-~····~-G---~-ll .... _-g,~Qj-+-- -·--- . .--. --.-~ 
II---'------,.,--,--~.,..-....-.,.---,-.-----------==-l. __ 11 .......... · _--. l 1~ ' . Q -----~----'--~----'-'-----~-----




• • • • 





Substituting (5.4) in (5.1), for a harmonic 1-form 
a on Mn we thus have 
(5.5) 
LEMMA 5.1. Let a be~ regular 1-form on~ compact 
orientable Riemannian manifold Mn. Then 
(5. 6) 
PROOF. 
J Ba *1 : J Ba A *1 = 0 . 
Mn Mn 
By (1.25), (1.27) and Lemma 3.1 we have 











THEOREM 5.1. The first Betti number b~~-04--~-:-------c----:-. --,--,--; ..::-'""7" .. -.:::,-C-..... --ra 
compact orientable Riemannian manifold Mn of positive 
definite Ricci curvature is zero. 
PROOF. Let a be a 1-form on Mn. Then by (1.29), 
(1.30), < a,a) is a scalar or o-form. Let f3 = d (a,a) . 
----- _____ ,, __ ··--- -··--·--·----------------.. ·----------~-----













.< (~ -, . 
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,·;· 







---~~--=--=--":""---~~.---=---·----- ----------- -r-=:: 
On the other hand, by (1.29), c·1.30), 
, 'i7j'Vj <a,a) = 2 'i7j (ai 'i7j a 1 ) 
= 2 (2 <!va,Va) + aivj'i7.a.) • ~ ' J 1. 
' 
' 














• - i :~ 1 .••. ' • T 
-
- - --- --______ :.:;..; __ -- - --- --- - -- -- ---:------
••. '-1-
, "¥f"l I 
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~~ Substituting (5.4) in (5.1), for a harmonic 1-form 
a on Mn we thus have 
·• 
LEMMA 5.1. Let a be~ regular 1-form on~ compact 
orientable .Riemannian manifold Mn. Then 
(5.6) J6a.*1:f 6aA*l=,O. 
Mn Mn 
PROOF. By (1.25), (1.27) and Lemma 3.1 we have 
j 6a A *l = (6a, 1) = (a,dl) = (a,O) = 0 . 
Mn 




-=----------_....__..·~---M. 5.1. The first Betti number h1 (Hny of 2. 
-----
compact orientable Riemannian manifold Mn of positive 
definite Ricci curvature is zero. 
PROOF. Let a be a 1-form on Mn. Then by (1.29), 
___ .~Q.)_()1, 4;n,,,a;>-is .a-~-ala~~1:>r~o-form~· ··tee~ = d(a,O.,,}~-.--
Then~ is a 1-form, and~-= V. (a,a). Thus, by (2.10), J J 
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(5. 7) 
·- - ---- ----· ---------=-- --:--:-.··-------
-
- - ---- ~~-- ----- ---~---~--
On the other hand, by (1.29), (1.30), 
(5.8)' 
*1 = 0 
: 
·-------:--::-::.-:-:-:-:.--:--::=-=-:--:-=----:---:.---:::::=:.--===--...=--::--::;--::---:--:--·:::=--=·~---,, ... - . =-' . . _ . ···- 't-
i 
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Substitution of (5.8). in (5. 7) yields immediately 
(5. 9) -J aivjv.a. *1=2] <va.,'va.> *1. 
n J 1 · n M M 
Thus from (5.5), (5.9) we have the following integral 
for.mula, for a harmonic 1-form a on Mn, 
(5. 10} ( i j R. • a a + 2 l.J ( 'va, 'va.>) *1 = 0 . 
J 
• • Since < '\/a, '\la> is positive definite and R •• a 1 aJ l.J 
is also by the assumption, from (5.10) it follows that 
• • 
R 1. J -.. a a -l.J 0 ' = 0 ·, so that a = O. Thus 
there is no nonvanishing harmonic 1-form on the mani-
ing famous_ 
THEOREM OF HODGE. The p-th (O<p<n) Betti number 
of~ compact orientable Riemannian manifold Mn of 
dimension n (>1) is equal to the number of linea·rly 
-·--·. 
-independent harmonic tensors of order p on the manifold 
Mn. 

































parallel vector field if V .a. = 0 for i, j = 1, ... , n. ~ 1. J 
. . -- .. - . - . -- -·- ........ - ··-- .. -- - - n 
-----. ..-. . .----=::::::-:-_-:_--:_-____ _ -__ .. .... - --·- ·- . -· --- -· . ------··-·:··-_··-:-·:-:·:~--.--:-_ -.·.::·.-:--:-:·:-:·:-:-:---·-·--· ·-·····-····-·--------·-· --· - """ ·-- ------·-----~--- ------·· ... ,,.,••·-·--· ' . '''. -- . -_-_ ----~ ----·------·-··----·-···--· .. ·------- ·-· --·-··-----
---·---------·--------~·--------·----·---------~.. - ·-·~ ·-. . . -
--~--- ·,:. 
From -the - proof of the abOve Theorem 5. 1 fallows imm.e - [ 
diat-ely---~-----------
'., 
L '- I l 
THEOREM 5.2. On 2. compact orientable Riemannian 
• • 
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THEOREM 5.3. !!l ~ coordinate neighborhood .Qf. 2. 
compact orientable Riemannian manifold, 2, .necessary and -
~---·. sufficient condition that a 1-form a, be harmonic is 
----- ----- --- - -
j 
---·---- '--~ ·, -·. ;··.,- .. - ·--~,,-,.- __ 
\ . ' 
(5. 11) Rj ·- ~jr, = 0 • (l. V v.a. • . ··------- . ~ - • --~ -·•• ·-·, . - ~. - - - • . ··- .·. -----. -· c-=--=:C, 
1. J J 1. 
PROOF. If a is harmonic, then by Lemma 3.2 
(ta,) i. · = O, and therefore (5. 11) follows immediately 
from (5. 3) .. 
However, we can prove this directly withou't 
using Lemma 3.2. From the Ricci identity for the 
covariant components ai of a, 






(5. 12) 'vkV.a. - Vk (V.a. ~-v.a,.) - '1.'vka.= -a Ra.ik J 1. ... J 1. 1.J 1. J a J· 
.k 
Multiplying (5.12) by gJ and using (4. 7) we have 
(5.13) v'jv'.a. - v'j (v'.a. - v'.a.) - v'.v' aa = aaR .. 
J l. J l. 1. J 1. ~ a1. 
Since the vector field a is harmonic, we have (3e9), 
-----·-·--·· .. 
- - -· - - -
. --------------~---··-···· ---
-- ---- -----· --- -- --
--- - - -- -- --- -- ------- ---- --
and therefore (5.13) is reduced to (5.11) immediately. 
Conversely, if the 1-form a is a solution of 
equation (5.11), then (5.4) becomes ba A *a= 0. Thus, 
---·--. - - -----·-------- ---·- - -- by ... Lemma ... 3 .. 1, 
-------





- __ ... - -----1 
- . - ·-. . -·- ------I 
--- - . -----··-- -·- ------
-------·--------· -------------------------- -- -· ~------·--·-· - - - - -,- - - -~. ~ -
0 = (ta,a) = (d5a,a) + (6da,a) 
-------,---------------··--·--------·--·-·------- ' -----·----======-====== 
= (da,da) + (5a,6a), 
·- which and (1. 26) imply immediately da = 0 and 6a = 0. 
. .
. ' ~ 
', 
I 
- t ., .. :· 
. - --- -
------·----
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I 
THEOREM·S.4. If on-~ compact orientable Rieman-
nian manifold M11 of dimension n(>l)_the quadratic form 
" (5 .14) F(a) = F{ a (p)} = Rij ail(p-l) aj I(p-l) 
+ p-1 R ijI(p-2) k£ 2 - ijk£ a a ·I(p-2) 
is positive definite, then 
(5. 15) 
where bp(~) denotes the p-th Betti number of the 
manifold Mn. 
It should be noted that when p=l, F{a(p)} 
• • becomes the Ricci curvature Rij a1aJ with respect to 
-----~--'--'------------------------ ---- ----------------
' 
.• 11 ' 
-~- -- -------•-- ------·-------- ·- ----
--------. - -----·- --- '" .. ---- ··---------------·---· ·-
' !-1, 
- ----------- - ---- - - ---- --- ---- ~-the vector a. 
PROOF. Let al(p) be an arbitrary harmonic tensor 
-::--:--::--· . . . : - ~-·:--~------ - ...... ""'- --
field of order p(O<p<n) on the manifold Mn. By 





' .. ,,~,, p 
.. 
~- ·_. __ --------- --- --- ----- ----~- --·- - ·----· 
! i 
--__ -_ .. -. ___ -_____ -__________ -_ - (5. 17) \ cvJv. a . ) . A • - v'. v'j a ' · · I\ • .) 
-----------------b---.. --···----"-·-----~~------I{~fl:r-&l:1-)-----1.--~ -I~-p-,s-f:J-j _,__ __ ____;_____~-.- ----r-------- ------s =-1-------------------~---- ------ -- --~- -- -------- - - - -
.___ -------·--------•-·••·•••• •a - •- ••--- --·-•• 
= A Ra. + 
. al(p;sla) 1s 
s=l 
1----- ------ ------p-··------- ------
., • 0 ' 
2 l al(p;~la,~lb) 
s<t 
--- ---- ·---· -- ----------1-----~ ·-
bk a g R •. k. 
· : ~s ~t ~ · 
On the other hand, by means of the Bianchi identity 
' .. , ..... 
_ .. - ---- -.. --------- ----- ---- --.:;-- -- -- - ---- - --





- ----~---·- - -- - -- - ------ ---- -- ~-----------
$.· 
cs.·1a) 
a s~ple calculation suffices to demonst~ate that 
bk a 
2 °r(p;ala, ~lb} g R iskit (5. 19) .l• 
- A A Rab 
- al(p;sla, tlb) isit ' 
(5. 20) Rab.. bk a = g R k .. 1J 1J • 
From (5.17) and. (5.19) it follows immediately that 
-
s-1 a (-1) 'fl. \J a I( .A) 
_ 1s a p, s 
s=l 
Since the skew-symmetric tensor aI(p} is harmonic, 
we have (3. 7), (3.8), and therefore (5.21) is reduced 
-to 
(5 22) vjv = A R8 
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,, (5. 23) 
,_, 
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I 
Now by putting 13 = p!d < a, Cl.> , we have f3. = p! V. <-a, a,)- , J - J 
and therefore, in consequence of (2.10}, (1.30), (1.29), 





---., -- - . -- ---- - -
~ . I J _-
____ __:___-----_ =-- __ _ __ . ·.· .··.· .. ~ . , .. · _ c0,ji?, - · -p.. V V j < a , a > -------·--- -----------·- -- •------
= -2 (a.1 (p)vjv jal(p) + (p+l) ! ( Va, Va) ) . 
Hence by (5.6) we obtain 
(5. 24) Jn (al(p) vjvj al(p) + (p+l) ! < Va, Va)) *1 = O . 
M 
Substitution of (5.23) in (5.24) gives immediately 
(5.25) L [pF(p.) + (p+l)! (va,va/ J *1 = o. 
M 
Since F(a) _and < Va,'fila> are positive definite, f'.t'om 
(5. 25) it follows that F(a) = 0 so that a = 0. 
Hence b (Mn) = 0 by Hodge's t;heorem. p ' 
COROLLARY 5 . 4 . 1 . The Betti numbers b (O<p<n) of p 
!. compact orientable Riemannian manif_old __ M_~ of positive 
constant scalar curvature vanish. 
PROOF. Since the manifold Mn has positive con-











·---=-·- ····-··--- =·_,c---·-~ 
k-------___ f=S:-;=-lffJ=we=---Ohta.i-~--- ----------------------------- ··- - --~-=- -- ----· --------------· - ----· _-,.,-._:-- -- -- ·-
- --- ·- --- -- -- - --- -- ~-- -- --· 
--- --- --· - - -- - - . . 
-· -- •- --· - --- -- -- -- - . 
\. I 
p-1 V ij I(p-2) ) 
+ 2 T\.. a (aj iI(p-2) - aij I(p-2) 
= p.' :(n-1)){ < a,a) -(p-1) }{ (aijI(p-2) aijI(p-2)) 
--
: -,. 
= p~ (n-p) ){ < a,a) . 
\ 
-, 
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Since, }(>0, F(o:) ~~ positive definite, and therefore ~ ~~--..::......,_.---~-·-·_--·-·_·------:--.: 
---- · Coroi-iary 5 .·1 follows · immediately from Theorem 5. 4. 
Suppose that on a Riemannian manifold Mn (4.4) 
· ~, -""" holds with X >0 . Then for any skew-symmetric tensor 
~-------:.-:-:-:-, ___ ... ~ .. -----•-.--. 
• • 
( 1 J of order 2 we have 
(5.26) 
-




Now assume more generally that we have 
(5. 2 7) 0 2 K-- ~'D ~ij~k£ 2 K ( 1' ~ijk£S S ' 2 
t; ij ~ .. 
s s 1J ~ 
"' 
• • 
- for every skew-symmetric tensor ~1.J , K1 and K2 
J 
being constants. 
Let~ and~ be two orthogonal unit tangent vectors 
n at a point P of M , and put 
(5. 28) ~ i}~ ~ iT)j - ~jT)i . 
Then by (4.8) the sectional curvature at P for the 
plane v spanned by the vecto~s ~and~ is 
-
(5.29) R(P.,ir) = -Rijk£ ~iTlj~kTl.t ,. 
(5. 30) 
Now at the point P of Mn consider n-1 mutually 
orthogonal unit vectors 'Yl(l)''""'Tl(n-l), which all are 
orthogonal to the vector~. Then (4.12) becomes 
-· ·--·-- -----·-.---
------- - -- -•. 
--- ~ ------- ---------· 
- -- --
-·.~-- ..... - ·---
··~:-........ : 
, •· , .. ,•,•,•,-· •.• .. ,.~-·--.-•-r••-b,-.~•"-·•• a." ,...,....,... -•~•- •• •• 
. ' . ' .. .. -- • • ---=--·-:--·-==----=-=·=--=-~-"7-=-=--=--~-~-·---'--::::--·-----=--·--··.:::-·_._·--;:·' -•--~~-• .:~---••• ---•·- .,.. __ ·:__ •. -• ~--•- •-- •-• __ u,--- - -- -- --~ -· ----~-- •- - - • - - - ~., ___ ------ • .. ---..:.:..:...::.:·-~-..:.:...__:--..::_ _______________ - - •-- ~ - ~------ --~--• • 'I - •• - ·-·-· ·-·---· .............. -· -
". 
~ 'I - • 
-----
-~~- --------
--- - ---------- -- -- --- - -- -- --- - ----
.. -
·- . 
. ' - 29 
a=l 
Substituting t, 11(a) for Tl in -turn in (5. 29), we have, 
. i 
- . -- ~ ---- -~.------- - --
~rom (5. 30), 
(5. 32) 
(5.33) i j k £ O < K1 , -Rijk£ ~ 'Tl(a)~ 'Tl(a), K2 (a=l, ... ,n-1) . 
By adding (5.32), (5.33) together, -summing with respect 
to a, and using (5.31), (4. 7) we thus obtain 
(5. 34) 
For any vector a of Mn at P from (5.34) follows imme-
diately 
• • • (5. 35) Rij a. 1aJ ~ (n-1) K1 a. 1ai . 
Thus for any skew-symmetric tensor ~I(p) we have from 
{5.35), {5.27), respectively, 
) iI(p-1) j ( ) I(p) 
········. ·~· . (5. 36 Rij a a I(p-l)., ~ n-1 K1 ~ ~I(p) , 
(5 . 37) R ~ijI(p-2) ~k.£ 1- - , _ 2K ~I(p) 1: ijk£ "d s I(p-2) ~ 2 s S~(~~ 
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--~ ..... __ · .. rs.3-ar·--r~-{~a(;)J-~p:-T(U::1)··1<1 :---{i=i)--~·-y=-<_-;:;>--;-_-___ -_:_,-----,,-__ --~ ...,. .. . . . : 
! 1· 
which implies that the quadratic form F { a(p)} is posi- j 
I . tive definite if w.e i3:Ssume that 
(n-1) K1 > (p-1) K2 , or K1/K2 > (p-1)/(n-l) . 
. \ 
..... 
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1/2 > (p-1)7\D-1) , 0. < p , [.n/2] , · 
is positive definite for O < p < .[n/2] pro-. 
I 
vided that K2 = 2K1 . Hence we arrive at the following 
· Theorem 5. 5 by using Theorem 5. 4 and 
POINCARE DUALITY THEOREM. The p-th (Q<p<n) Betti 
i 
number of~ compact orientable Riemannian manifold~ 
of dimension q(>l) is equal to the (n-p)-th Betti 
n number of M ~1 .• 
- ~ 
T~EOREM 5.5 If the curvature tensor Rijkt .Qf. 
!. compact orientable Riemannian manifold-Mn of dimension 
n(>l) satisfies the inequalities 
-R.. ~ij~k£ (5.39) 0 < K1 ' 11k£ '2K1 ~ ij ~ .. 
1J M:._., 
for any skew-symmetric tensor ~ij ~ K1 being constant, 
then bp(Mn)=' 0, 0 < p < n. 
\ 
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6 . ., 6-Pinched Riemannian Manifolds 
___ .,. -An n-dimens ional Riemannian manifold M11 is said· 
t 
to be 5-pinched, if for any two-dimensional section v 
of the ·,tangent space of Mn at every point P, 
(6. 1) 
where R(P,~) is the sectional curvature· of Mn at (P,v), 
and K1 is a constant. 
Let~, ri be two orthogonal unit vectors in the 
two-dimensional plane~. 
·1 (6.2)-· .... 0<6,-·K 
Then from (4.3), (6.~) we have 
i j k £ 
Rijk£ ~ ~ ~ ~ '1. 1 
By adjusting the lengths of the unit vectors~ and~ 
4-to JK1 , (6.2) and (6.1) are reduced to, respectively, 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
0 < 6 ( -R. 'kn ~i~j~kr/ { 1 , . 
- 1J XI 'I -
o·< 6 ( R(P,~) ( 1. 
- -
We shall assume this normalization in the sequel. 
Now at a point P of Mn we choose local coordinates 
· - ·· - ·· 
1 n th t th .. ____ . _______ /'. __ u _, ... , u .. so a .. e n· vectors 
• • -·-···-- ........ - . - ··,=··· =··· =· ·- ··<01::~=·--·---.. ~·--....... --.. --=1-
x r = ~(r) d/du 
. - ~ - - -·· : .. 
---------~-(i, r=l, ... ,n) 
form an orthonormal frame of .Mn at P such that at P ...,,,, . ...,, ... , 
(6.6) • • ~1 = 51 
s (r) r 
' 
g. . = 5. . . l.J l.J 
, I 
l • 
~ ·----------.. ·- ----
- : - .. - ··~ .. - . . -
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.. 
. 32 . ,·' t· " ·- ' 
_,, ... ~ .. ,, Let 
-------·~·---------·--·-·-----~-----· ----- - ~------~----~-
. - -· ----- -.:-· . --·--






(6. 7) K . . = K (X . , X . ) l.J l. . J 
J 
be the sectional curvatu"re of Mn at. P with respect to 
the plane spann1::d by the vectors Xi and Xj (ifj). 
Then by means of (6. 6) ~ (4. 8), (4. 2) we obtain ------- ----~ 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
K .. = -R .... , l.J l.J l.J 
K(Xi,aXj + bXk) 
= ~i ( ~j b~j ) 1:.k . ( 1:.t 
-Rijk£ s (i) as (j) + s (k) s (i} as (j) 
= (a2K. . -l.J 
+ b~ tk)) I (a2+b2) 
2 2 2 2abR ... k + b K.k)/(a +b). 
. l.J 1 1. 
THEOREM 6.1. The second Betti number of· a 5 -
-
pinched n-dimensional compact orientable Riemannian 
manifold Mn vanishes if, either n=2m and 5 > 1/4, or 
n=2m+l and 6 > 2(m-l)/(8m-.5)t· _________ _ 
PROOF._ Let { x1, ••• ,Xn} be an orthonormal ;rame 
of Mn at P such that (6.5) and (6.6) are satisfied. 
Then by the assumption we have the inequalities, from 
( 6 ~-.4) , 
-- -· _ .. --· _ --· ---
- . --·-·· ____ ,, ______ --·----------- --~--:-:--~, 
- . ---- - ---
---------- -----
(6.10) 0 < 6', g .. (_ 1, 
- l.J 
( 6. 11 )____ __ 0 <~ ~_(}{_p cl:Xj _+ _b_Xk~-1 -,----
------~-------------------------------------···-···---··-······- --· --··· -·----· ---·-·-··- --
where a and be are any two real numbers. From (6.9), 
(6.lll it is readily seen that 
2 2 (6.12) a (I<1J. - 5) -2abR ... k + b (K.k - 6) ~ 0 , : . - 1.J l. 1. -
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Since K ... ; - 6 > 0 and (6.12) is true for every a, by 1.J. ; 
. 
....... -···· ' 
... ., ....•.. - -----••'--.-.-_,·- ····-. 
. ' 





considering the left side of (6.12) as a quadratic form 
... - -- - --- ..... - - - ---' i 
'i I 






Similarly, from (6.13) we obtain 
-:~. 
. . 1/2 IR ... kl ( [(l-K1.·J(1-K.k)l . l.Jl. - ~J 1 (6.15) 
-.•. · 
By considering the following: elementary .. resu·lt·t~·, -
., ( 6 16) · . 2 2 2 · , :( ) 
. . . _: .. ·_ ~ r +s. 2. rs-· ,1 r2..0, s2:..0 .:,. , '.. 
- ,.... -
1 (6.17) IR ... k, '-2 (K .. + K.k - 26) , lJ 1. l.J 1. 
- 1 
..... 
( 6. 18) JR ..... k J /- :-2 ____ (2 - __ K_. __ .._ ...... K. k). • lJ-1--· ........ ~-. . 1.J 1. -----------·-··-~---·---- .. 
. 
Ad,dition of (6. 17), (6. 18) yields immediately 
-(-6.-19 )-- fft ---~~·~--~----·---w 11 
!,~. 
-p. 
---- - - f 
-------- ff 
·-
. ' g 
-------------·---- __ .~=-c----- .In.order~ to obtain estimates -fe-t'~the Rijk].:.-,- wne-re~--- - -··- - -~ --- - J 
(i,j) f (k, £) , ~<j, k<£, w~ co11:~_ider the __ ineq.uali-ety:v..· ~-,------------------
-- -· ----·====-' ------------- -- ---------
,',,. 
,.: . 
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· · By means of (4. 2), (6. 6), (6. 21), (4. 8) we have 
_ (6. 22) F(a, i; b, k; c, £; d, j) = -Rijk£ (a~ ti) +btk)) ( c~{.e) +d~{j)) 
--- .. -··- . ·-· ..... _________ -·------
k k £ . £ / 2 2 2 2 
· (a~(i)+b~(k))(c~(£)+d~(j)) (a +b )(c +d) -6 
-
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2' [ a c K . n +a d K • . +b c Kk n +b d Kk. ( a +b ) ( C +d ) :L J(/ - 1.J - :c, . J 
-2 (a2cdRi_j 1 ,t+abc2Riik:£+abcdRi£kj 
··- .... ~-- . -···. .. . 2 2 
+abcdRijk£+abd Rijkj+b cdRicjk£)] -6 , 
.t 
Set 
(6.23) G(a,i;b,k;c,£;d,j) = l [F(a,i;b,k;c,£;d,j) 
+ F(a,i;-b,k;c,t;~d,j)]. 
In virtue of equation (6.22) and the similar one obtained 
by replacing b,d by -b,-d respectively, we are readily 
led to 




Further, put ----. ·~ 
-~- ·-----·-·--·--·· 
-------·---··- {_6 .2_5) ___ Jl(~, __ i_;_l:>, k; c, £; d, j) = G (a, i; b, k; c, £; d, j) 
-~. -------· 
...----- ---··· ... -- '"'-------·----------------·-------------------·----------
··------··--·-----------
---,------~~-~--~-~~~-· ... ----
··--- -=L · -G (· . b O • ...:a k) · 
--·---·-· - _ ~-=- ~- - -• .. L .. ,. • •• -· .- -·T-- .... ... a, .. 1.;; ··,-u;~,nu ,- - ~-· . -. -· -~-~-----~~--. --~· -~- ~--.·--------
• 
and noticing -·that G ~ 0. , an elementary calculation gives 
' ~ 
(6.26) H{a,i;b,k;c,t;d,j) 




.. ~ .... '!\,~ 
· .. · 










3 5 · - - -- - · - -- -- · · --I . . . ' . ,---· ,_,_. ~·- . . - - -- - ' - . 
------- -. where 
. . 
. -- --- ---- ---• ----~--------- . - ······-·-·--·- . 
. . - . . . --.-~----.---- -- ----. ----------------- - - ·--- -------·--- -------- -~~___,.;-~~~~~~~.........,-.--
A = K .. +K10 -26 , 
- . . 1J .fl 
(6. 2 7) C = K.ek +K.ej -26., 
_E = -3Rijk£ . 
i 
' I 
------ B·y -a- -- sui.ttab le choice --f-or-- --a--an-d---b--t·he--tnl!l:'faa·1-1t·y 




Since the inequality (6v28) holds for any c and d, 
by considering its left side as a quadratic form in c2 
we have 
or 
(6.29) IAD+BC-E2 1 ( 2(ABCD) 1/ 2 ' 
-
whicq implies 
(6.30) -2(ABCD) 1/ 2 ( ADtBC-E2 ( 2(ABCD) 1/ 2 . 
- -
------------------- ----------------------------- ·---- ,----·- ····-- -- -------- --
From the left half of (6.30) we have 
-.-----,-----
• 
.. E2 ~ AD+2 (AD) 1/2 (BC) i/2+~C .. - -~- - -·------·--. . - . ---------------------· 
- ---- - - --------- -
- - ... . ---··----- ----------- -----------·-------·-----
- .... ·----...-..- ~-------~·-·., ~-~,.,, - - -· -----~·--- -~ ---· --~--
---- - -- - ·or 
------ ------=-::: _______ - - ··---
,, 
Thus substitqtion of the last equation of (6.27) in 
(6. 31) gives 

























...... , - --~--- - --- - ---,--~-~-----~--- ·--·--·-·-----· -·-- -------··--·-
... ' ,.. ' 
V 
·- ,.,I,. , •. ·- - r-·~ 7'"-- '• 
36 
Using the same procedure as we did for our first 
' . . . - ·------· ~.,,....,,..____- ------· ....... . 
estimate from (6. 20), the-- inequality·.·----------------... ---· 
(6.33) K(aX .+bXk, cX 0+dX.) ( 1 ]. .XJ J -
will be used to obtain a second estimate. The equation 




. . - . . . . . . 2 2 . 1 2 2 I · 2 2 1 2 2 . ·t . · .. - ···-·. . . .. . ... -. -- . . ........... ,. . .. ,.... . -
=A'a ~ +B ·ad +c ·b c +Db d +2E abed~ O, 
-
where 
A' = 2-K .. -K. n , 
1.J 1.XJ 
B1 = 2-K .. -K.k , 
1.J 1. 
(6.35) C' = 2-K£k-K£j , o'· = 2-~j -Kk£ , 
E' =-3R .. kn 
. 1.J XI • 
- ---- ~-
- -·-· - -- - --·---. -- --·· -- --
----·· --
Using the same procedure as before we can obtain 
(6.36) 1Rijk£1 't [{A'D')l/2 +(B'C')l/2 ]. 
Since A~O, B~O, C~O, D~O, by (6.16) we have 
· .,,, 1/2 · .' -
-~---~-'6-.-3J) ____ ----·~- .. __ 2(AD) 7\' A+D _, ____ _ 
' .____) 
-- - -~-~ - -{6. 38) · · ~- 2 {BC) l/Z ( B+C . 
-
-••--· • .. s-, ,, .. 
,. . -~- ... 





- - - .-: 
-·- - -----~- ·:,0--_·· -···-~---· ·~---~-- ··-------
-, 
,' 
------- S b """ • ~ l- • , , .C. 1 6. 3 1 ) / &.. ~ Q \ • / 6 'l ') \ ...3 f. . ~, , ,., ·-~-u- --s-·c1:·cu·c1-on ------o·r·- \ • -,-- _ -,----~---~-~-----1-n---~--=~~-~~-u.-~-:~--- -_-__-~---=- -- ---- -~~=----- -. -_...::.·:~- ~- _______ -
(6.27)_thus give 
. .. .. 
--· ·-·--··--·····-- ..•. -·-· ,, .. ---- .. ··--·-~ _,.. ·----·-----~- ··-·-----·--····· ··- ·-···· ···- -·-·······-······· ·····-·-···· ·--· ·---··-· ·•·-··---·-·-·-·-···--- · .............. ·---"··--···-···--···---··--···-·----····-----·--·-·--····----····--··-··-·--·--··--···· -····--·----···-··--·····- ... -- ·- - . 
_______ _, ______ -1 - -., ........ _~----· ... . --- .. . . 
(6.39) IRijk.el '6 (2Kij+2~.e+Kik+Ki,e+Kjk+Kj£- 86). 
Similarly, from (6.36), (6.35) we have 
1 (6.40) jRijk£1 '6 (8-2Kij-2~2 -Kik-Ki£-Kjk-Kj£). 
,( 
.I 





·Addition of (6.39), (6~40) hence yields 
(6.41) · IRijk.tl & t (l-6), ( i' j ) f (k' ,e) ' i(j' k<£ • 
The above estimate of the components of the 
curvature tensor Rijk.t is now applied to (5.14). 
Indeed, for p=2, 
(6.42) 
In order to simplify the calcul~tion we use linear 
algebra to choose an orthonormal basis {x~, X~} , s=l, ... ,m, 
------- ·· · -------------·-s*= m+s, such that only nonvanishing components of a 
are of the form ass*. On the other hand, from (6e6), 
(6.8), (4.7) we have 
(6.43) R = \ 
ss L 
• l. 
Rissi = -l Rsisi = I Ksi · 
• • ]. 1 
Thus from (6.42) it • easily that l.S seen 
,i: 
(6g44) F(a) - (K .+K .)( ss*)2 
s i · s*1. a 
.. -i. s, s* ., 
~i 
\°1 ss* tt* 
+4 f_. Rss*tt* a a · 
S(t = 
••-• -·' - - ,n•::.:..._~•· __ ,_,,·.,,_.,,,.:. • 
"--1----=-----L--~-~--- ···-·- ··--··· 1.• ····-· --
.__ _ _:__~"-----------------·--·-----·-·---·-------· -
.. -- ... •· ·- -- -~· .. -.-..._..·.,. ~-· ., .. 
I . 
. -,, 
Since, by (6. 7), (6.1-1), 
--- -. -·-·-- :: ( 6~~ 45) 
K . ~ 6· . , . K * . 2. 6 Sl. ·. S 1. - ... 
. . 
for all s and i, from (6g 41), (6. 44) -it f·o-llows that 
(6.46) f F(a) ~ 2(m-1) 6"I (ass*) 2 
s 
-! (1-6) I lass*att*I 
S(t 
. ·- . : . . 
.. 
-~-- -----·--·~-- ~·c·~-,-~-,.........--~~~,,.,....,,,,..,......__,---------""""""""---11111!!!11_ ----. -. --. _::_l!lllallll!I·-• ----.. ----.. -----!!lll!!f 
- -----·---------------··------·- . . t 
- ~- ...... ------··--
- - ~-··h- --- ·-- -
. . 
. '. . . 
-- - --~--· -· 
-- - -- ---- -
----------
--·--" . - -·-···-· . 
. . 38 ---------..-·-·' ---------- ---
JI 
.. - . -- --- -_.,. ___ .,. ----~-------- -----------·- ... 




(6. 4 7) t F(a)~ (2m-1)6 I (ass*) 2 - ! (l-6) I la.5 s*att* I 
S S(t 
for n=2m+l since in (6!44) i=2m-1. 
For m>l it is easily seen that 
\ 2 1 \ 2 2 (6. 48) L (ass*) = m-1 L [ (ass*) +· (att*) ] . 
-· -s · s<t ~ 
.(.- ..... 
... 
Substitution of (6-o 48) in (6" 46), (6. 4 7) gives, respec-
tively, 
- - --- - ·-·· - .. -- - - --- .. _·. -- .. ..-- .'.,-.. __ -·- . ___ - . ---- . -
(6.49) t F(a)~26 I [ lass*l2 - f 1~6 lass*llatt*l+latt*l2] 
S<(t 
for n=2m, and · 
(6. 50) t F(a) ~ 2::i 6 I [ lass* 12 -i 2::i 1~6 lass*llatt*I 
S(t 
·. ----··-----.- ... 
for n=2m+l. Thus f~or n=2m and 6>1/4 or n=2mi-f and -
p 
6)2~(m-l) /(8m---~-)- --- fr-om (6-~ 49)--,- (6-:s-o}--w-e ____ have - - - --- -- -- --·-------.------- .-:·--.---.-. - -. ------ - -



































---==---_-------=--=----=---===-- s'(t ------- ----------~~-----, 
~t - -
~----------- ·-·----------
... r - .... --- . -~·-·-··-·-·-··- ----.-- .. -·-···---··--·-· --·--------------------------------------- -·- --
proof of our Theorem 6.1. 
The following corollary is- an immediate conse-
quence of Theorems 5.1, 6.1 and Poincare duality theorem: 














----- -· ---· ----- - -- - . 
.. -- - -·-- -~-·--" ·-~--·---··-- --
.. --·-·-
. 
6-pinched compact orientable Riemannian manifold "t!f 
is .2. homology sphere, that • l.S' a manifold with zero ,--
bi (MS) 
' 
i = 1, .. Cl , Q. 
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